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Abstract. We consider the operator associated to a random walk on finite
volume surfaces with hyperbolic cusps. We study the spectral gap (upper and
lower bound) associated to this operator and deduce some rate of convergence
of the iterated kernel towards its stationary distribution.

1. Introduction

In this work, we study the operator of random walk on finite volume surfaces
with hyperbolic cusps. On a Riemannian manifold (M, g) with finite volume, the
h-random walk operator is simply defined by averaging functions on geodesic balls
of size h > 0 as follows

Khf(m) :=
1

|Bh(m)|

∫

Bh(m)

f(m′)dvg(m
′)

where Bh(x) := {m′ ∈ M ; d(m′,m) 6 h} is the geodesic ball of center m ∈ M
and radius h, and d(., .), |Bh(m)| denote respectively the Riemannian distance and
the Riemannian volume of Bh(m). This operator appeared in the recent work
of Lebeau-Michel [5], in which they study the random walk operator on compact
manifolds. They studied in particular the spectrum of this operator for small step
h > 0, and proved a sharp spectral gap for Kh, which provides the exponential rate
of convergence of the kernel KN

h (m,m′)dvg(m
′) of the iterated operator to a sta-

tionary probability mesure, in total variation norms. Related works on Metropolis
algorithm were studied in [3] on the real line and [4] in higher dimension. All these
results rely on a very precise analysis of the spectrum of these operators (localiza-
tion of eigenvalues, Weyl type estimates, eigenfunction estimates in L∞ norm). For
an overview of this subject and more references on convergences of Markov kernels,
we refer to [1].

More recently, the two last authors studied such random walk operators on un-
bounded domain of the flat Euclidian space endowed with a smooth probability den-
sity [2]. In this situation and for certain densities, since the domain is unbounded,
the random walk operator may have essential spectrum at distance O(h2) from 1
and the uniform total variation estimate fails to be true.

The motivation of the present work is to consider the simplest case of non-
compact manifolds for which the kernel

kh(m,m
′) =

1

|Bh(m)| 1ld(m,m′)<h dvg(m
′)

is still a Markov kernel, and which have a radius of injectivity equal to 0. The
non-compactness of the manifold should create some essential spectrum for Kh and
it is not clear a priori that a spectral gap even exists in that case. Intuitively, the
walk could need infinitely many steps to fill the whole manifold and approach the
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stationary measure in a total variation norm. For surfaces, the radius of injectivity
tending to 0 at infinity makes the geometric structure of balls near infinity more
complicated, and they will typically change topology from something simply con-
nected to some domains with non trivial π1. It is then of interest to study what
types of result one can or cannot expect in this setting.

Let us now be more precise. Consider a surface (M, g) with finite volume and
finitely many ends E0, . . . En, with Ei isometric to a hyperbolic cusp

(ti,∞)t × (R/ℓZ)z with metric g = dt2 + e−2tdz2.

for some ti > 0. Each end can also be viewed as a subset of the quotient 〈γ〉\H2 of
H

2 by an abelian group generated by one translation γ : (x, y) ∈ H
2 → (x, y + ℓ) ∈

H2 where the hyperbolic plane is represented by H2 = {(x, y) ∈ R+ × R}.
We denote by Bh(m) the geodesic ball in M of radius h > 0 and center m, then

|Bh(m)| will denote its volume with respect to g. Let dνh be the probability measure

on M defined by dνh = |Bh(m)|
Zh

dvg(m), where Zh is a renormalizing constant. We

define the random walk operator Kh by

Khf(m) :=
1

|Bh(m)|

∫

Bh(m)

f(m′)dvg(m
′)

Then, Kh maps L∞(M,dνh) into itself, L1(M,dνh) into itself, both with norm 1.
Hence, it maps L2(M,dνh) into itself with norm 1. Moreover, it is self-adjoint
on L2(M,dνh). Hence, the probability density dνh is stationary for Kh, that is
Kt

h(dνh) = dνh for any x ∈ M , where Kt
h denotes the transpose operator of Kh

acting on Borel measures. In that situation, it is standard that the iterated kernel
Kn

h (x, dy) converges to the stationary measure dνh when n goes to infinity. The
associated rate of convergence is closely related to the spectrum of Kh and more
precisely to the distance between 1 and the largest eigenvalue less than 1. The main
result of this paper is the following

Theorem 1.1. There exists h0 > 0 and δ > 0 such that the following hold true:

i) For any h ∈]0, h0], the essential spectrum of Kh acting on L2(M,dνh) is

given by the interval

Ih = [
h

sinh(h)
A,

h

sinh(h)
]

where A = minx>0
sin(x)

x > −1.
ii) For any h ∈]0, h0], Spec(Kh) ∩ [−1,−1 + δ] = ∅.
iii) There exists c > 0 such that for any h ∈]0, h0], 1 is a simple eigenvalue of

Kh and the spectral gap g(h) := dist(Spec(Kh) \ {1}, 1) enjoys

ch2 6 g(h) 6 min
((λ1 + α(h))h2

8
, 1− h

sinh(h)

)

where λ1 is the smallest non-zero L2 eigenvalue of ∆g on M and α(h) a

function tending to 0 as h→ 0.

Compared to the results of [5] in the compact setting, our result is weaker since
we are not able to provide a localization of the discrete spectrum of Kh in terms of
the Laplacian spectrum. This is due to the fact that in the cusp, the form of the
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geodesic balls of radius h changes dramatically and, in some sense, the approxima-
tion of Kh by a function of the Laplacian is not correct anymore in this region of
the surface.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the form of
the operator in the cusp part of the manifold. In section 3, we study the essential
spectrum of Kh acting on L2(M,dνh). In section 4, we prove part ii) of the above
theorem and we start the proof of iii). The upper bound on the gap is shown by
computing the operator Kh on smooth functions (in fact on the eigenfunctions of
the Laplace operator). The left lower bound is obtained by showing a Poincaré
inequality:

〈(1−Kh)f, f〉L2(dνh) > Ch2(‖f‖2L2(dνh)
− 〈f, 1〉2L2(dνh)

).

For the proof of this inequality, we study separately the compact region of the
manifold and the cusp. The cusp study is detailed in section 4.

In section 5, we construct some quasimodes for Kh (namely the eigenfunctions
of the Laplace operator). This permits to exhibit some eigenvalues of Kh close
to 1 and to give a sharp upper bound on the spectral gap. In section 6, we use
the previous results to study the convergence of Kn

h (x, dy) towards dνh. We prove

that the difference between these two probabilities is of order C(x)e−ng(h) in total
variation norm and that the constant C(x) can not be chosen uniformly with respect
to x (contrary to the case of a compact manifold).

In the last section, we give some smoothness results on the eigenfunctions of Kh.
This should be the first step towards a more precise study of the spectrum in the
spirit of [5].

Finally, we observe that it will be clear from the proofs that we only need to
consider the case with a unique end E := E0 forM , and so we shall actually assume
that there is only one end to simplify exposition.

Ackowledgement. H.C. is partially supported by NSF grant DMS-0900524.
C.G. and L.M. are partially supported by ANR grant ANR-09-JCJC-0099-01. H.C
and C.G. would like to thank MSRI (and the organizers of the program ’Analysis
on singular spaces’) where part of the work was done in Fall 2008.

2. Geometry of balls and expressions of the random walk operator

2.1. Geometry of geodesic balls in the cusp. In this section we study geodesic
balls in the cusp. First we briefly recall what balls look like in the hyperbolic space
H

2 = {(x, y) ∈ R+ × R} with the same metric (dx2 + dy2)/x2. It is convenient to
use coordinates x = et, in which case the volume element becomes

dvg = e−tdtdy.

A ball B((et, y), r) centered at (et, y) and of radius r in H2 is a Euclidean ball
centered at (et cosh r, y) and of Euclidean radius et sinh r. That is, a ball of radius
r and center et has its “top” at (et+r, y) and its “bottom” at (et−r, y) . By changing
to polar coordinates, it is easy to see that a ball in H2 has volume

|B((et, y), r)| = 2π

∫ r

0

sinh(r′)dr′ = 2π(cosh(r) − 1).
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Figure 1. The hyperbolic ball in Euclidean coordinates. The
center in hyperbolic coordinates is at height et, and in Euclidean
coordinates at et cosh r.

The cusp end E0 of M is identified with the region x > x1 inside 〈γ〉\H2, where
γ(x, y) = (x, y + ℓ) and x1 > 0 is a fixed number. A fundamental domain of the
cyclic group 〈γ〉 in H2 is given by the strip S := {x > 0, ℓ > y > 0}. The end E0

can thus be seen as the quotient 〈γ〉\(S ∩ {x > x1}). The geodesic ball Bh(m) in
the cusp end E0 can be obtained by considering

Bh(m) = π({m′ ∈ H
2; dH2(m,m′) 6 h})

if we view m as being in S, and where π : H2 → 〈γ〉\H2 is the canonical projection
of the covering.

As a consequence, we see that, as long as the Euclidean radius of Bh(m) is less
than or equal to the width ℓ of the strip S, then Bh(m) can be considered as a ball
of radius h in H2, while when the Euclidean radius is greater than or equal to ℓ,
i.e. when t > log(ℓ/2) − log(sinh(h)), then the ball overlaps on itself and can be
respresented in S by

(2.1) Bh(m) =

1⋃

j=−1

{(x′, y′) ∈ S; |et cosh(h)− x′|2 + |y + jℓ− y′|2 6 e2t sinh(h)2}

if m = (et, y) ∈ S and there are at most two of these three regions which have
non-empty interior.
In particular, if (x = et, y = ℓ/2), then the ball Bh(m) is given by the region

{0 6 y′ 6 ℓ; |x′ − et cosh(h)| 6
√
e2t sinh2(h)− |y′ − ℓ/2|2}.

See Figures 1, 2, and 3.
We are now in position to give a couple of explicit expressions for Kh which will

be used later.

2.2. First expression of Kh in the cusp. Let us use the coordinates (t, y) in the
strip S defined above so that E0 := 〈γ〉\S = {(et, y) ∈ (x0,∞)× (R/ℓZ)}, for some
x0 > 0. The first expression is obtained by integrating the function on vertical
lines covering the geodesic ball. Let us denote by Bh(t, y) the geodesic ball on E0
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Figure 2. The hy-
perbolic ball of radius
r is tangent to itself
when the center is at
t = log(ℓ/2 sinh(r)).
For t > log(ℓ/2 sinh(r)
the ball overlaps on it-
self.

et−r

et

y

et+r

ℓ

Figure 3. The hy-
perbolic ball of radius r
for t > log(ℓ/2 sinh(r))
with shifted center.

centered at (et, y) of radius h. It is easily seen that the operator Kh acting on a
function ψ(t, y) with support in the cusp E0 can be written in the form

(2.2)

Khψ(t, y) =
1l[log(ℓ/ sinh(h)),∞)(t)

|Bh(t, y)|

∫ y+ℓ/2

y−ℓ/2

∫ t+t+(e−t|y−y′|)

t+t−(e−t|y−y′|)

ψ̃(t′, y′)e−t′dt′dy′

+
1l(0,log(ℓ/ sinh(h)))(t)

|Bh(t, y)|

∫
√

| cosh(h)et−et′ |2+|y−y′|2<et sinh(h)

ψ̃(t′, y′)e−t′dt′dy′,

where ψ̃ is the lift of ψ to the covering H2 → 〈z → z + ℓ〉\H2, and

t±(z) = log(cosh(h)±
√
sinh(h)2 − |z|2).

We write Khψ as a sum of two parts: Khψ = K1
hψ+K2

hψ where K1
hψ is supported

in {t > log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))} and K2
hψ in {t 6 log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))}. The action of K1

h on
ψ can be written, using change of variables,
(2.3)

K1
hψ(t, y) =

1

|Bh(t, y)|

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

∫ log(cosh(h)+
√

sinh(h)2−z2)

log(cosh(h)−
√

sinh(h)2−z2)

ψ̃(t+ T, y + zet)e−TdTdz.

Decomposing ψ̃ in Fourier series in y, one can write ψ̃(t, y) =
∑∞

k=−∞ e
2πiky

ℓ ak(t)
and one has
(2.4)

K1
hψ1(t, y) =

∞∑

k=−∞

e
2πiky

ℓ K1
h,kak(t)

K1
h,kak(t) :=

1

|Bh(t, y)|

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

e
2πikzet

ℓ

∫ log(cosh(h)+
√

sinh(h)2−z2)

log(cosh(h)−
√

sinh(h)2−z2)

ak(t+ T )e−TdTdz.
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Using Plancherel theorem and computing the Fourier transform of e−T 1l[t−,t+](T ),
we obtain
(2.5) ∫ t+(z)

t−(z)

ak(t+ T )e−TdT =

∫
eitξ âk(ξ)σ(z, ξ)dξ

σ(z, ξ) :=
(cosh(h) +

√
sinh(h)2 − z2)1+iξ − (cosh(h)−

√
sinh(h)2 − z2)1+iξ

(1 + iξ)(1 + z2)1+iξ
.

Therefore, |Bh|K1
h,k corresponds to a pseudo-differential operator on R with symbol

σk(t, ξ) :=

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

e
2πikzet

ℓ σ(z, ξ)dz.

The operator K2
h can be written in the same way

(2.6) K2
hψ(t, y) =

1

4π(sinh(h2 ))
2

∫ sinh(h)

− sinh(h)

∫ t+(z)

t−(z)

ψ̃(t+ T, y + zet)e−T dTdz.

Remark 2.1. Note that, taking ψ = 1 in (2.3), one has

(2.7) |Bh(t, y)| =
∫ e−tℓ

2

− e−tℓ
2

2
√
sinh(h)2 − z2

1 + z2
dz.

For t > log(ℓ/2 sinh(h)), we thus obtain the estimate

(2.8) |Bh(t, y)| = 2ℓ sinh(h)e−t +O(e−3t/ sinh(h)) = |Rh(t, y)|+O(e−3t/ sinh(h))

where |Rh(t, y)| denotes the volume of Rh(t, y) := {(et′ , y′) ∈ S; |t′ − t| < h}, which
is the ‘smallest’ cylinder of the cusp containing Bh(t, y).

On the other hand, there exists C > 0 such that for all t > log(ℓ/2 sinh(h)),
|Bh(t)| > Che−t.

2.3. Second expression of Kh in the cusp. We give another expression of Kh

by integrating along horizontal lines instead. Writing as above

u(t, y) =
∑

k

e
2iπky

ℓ uk(t)

when u is supported in an exact cusp {t > T }, the operator Kh can be decomposed
as a direct written near this region by

Khu(t, y) =
∑

k

e
2iπky

ℓ Kh,kuk(t).

Let us define the following

T±(t) := cosh(h)±
√
sinh2(h)− e−2tℓ2/4, α(T ) :=

2

ℓ

√
sinh2(h)− (cosh(h)− eT )2
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then an easy computation by integrating on horizontal lines t′ = cst in the cusp
gives that the operator Kh,k decomposes into Kj

h,k for j = 1, 2, 3 where

(2.9)

K1
h,ku(t) =

ℓ

2|Bh|

∫ log T−(t)

−h

∫ α(T )

−α(T )

u(t+ T )eiπkze
t

e−TdzdT,

K2
h,ku(t) =

ℓ

2|Bh|

∫ h

log T+(t)

∫ α(T )

−α(T )

u(t+ T )eiπkze
t

e−TdzdT,

K3
h,ku(t) =

ℓ

2|Bh|

∫ log T+(t)

log T−(t)

∫ 1

−1

u(t+ T )eiπkze−T−tdzdT

when et sinh(h) > ℓ/2 while

(2.10) Kh,ku(t) = |Bh|−1 ℓ

2

∫ h

−h

∫ α(T )

−α(T )

u(t+ T )eiπkze
t

e−TdzdT

when et sinh(h) 6 ℓ/2. Suppose first et sinh(h) > ℓ/2, then when k 6= 0 the terms

Kj
h,k can be simplified by integrating in z to

(2.11)

(K1
h,k +K2

h,k)u(t) =
ℓ

|Bh|

∫ log T−(t)

−h

+

∫ h

log T+(t)

u(t+ T )
sin(kπetα(T ))

πketα(T )
e−Tα(T )dT,

K3
h,ku(t) = 0

while if k = 0,

(2.12)

(K1
h,0 +K2

h,0)u(t) = |Bh|−1ℓ

∫ log T−(t)

−h

+

∫ h

log(T+(t))

u(t+ T )α(T )e−TdT

K3
h,0u(t) = |Bh|−1ℓ

∫ log T+(t)

log T−(t)

u(t+ T )e−T−tdT.

The obvious similar expression holds when et sinh(h) 6 ℓ/2.

3. Essential spectrum of Kh on L2(M)

Recall that Kh is a self-adjoint bounded operator on L2(M,dνh), with norm
equal to 1. Moreover, 1 ∈ Spec(Kh). In this section we show that the essential
spectrum of Kh is well separated from 1.

Theorem 3.1. The essential spectrum of Kh acting on L2(M,dνh) is given by the

interval

Ih :=

[
h

sinh(h)
A,

h

sinh(h)

]
.

with A := minx>0
sin(x)

x .

Proof. The operatorKh acting on L2(M,dνh) is unitarily equivalent to the operator

K̃h : f → K̃hf(m) :=
1

|Bh(m)| 12

∫

Bh(m)

f(m′)
1

|Bh(m′)| 12
dvg(m

′)

acting on L2(dvg). Now, using (t, y) variables in the cusp, let us take t0 ≫ 0
arbitrarily large and let χt0(t, y) := 1 − 1l[t0,∞)(t) which is compactly supported.
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Clearly, from the fact that Kh propagates supports at distance at most h, we can
write

K̃h = 1l[t0,∞) K̃h 1l[t0,∞) +χt0K̃hχt0 + χt0K̃h 1l[t0,t0+h]+1l[t0,t0+h] K̃hχt0 .

Since χt0 , χt0±h are compactly supported, it is obvious that the integral kernel of the
last three operators is in L2(M ×M ; dvg ⊗ dvg) and so these operators are Hilbert-
Schmidt and thus compact. Now by a standard theorem, the essential spectrum of

K̃h is then the essential spectrum of 1l[t0,∞) K̃h 1l[t0,∞) for all large t0 ≫ 0. Let us

consider the operator Th on L2(M,dvg) defined by

Thu(t, y) =
1

|Rh(t)| 12
1l[t0,∞)(t)

∫ y+ ℓ
2

y− ℓ
2

∫ t+h

t−h

1l[t0,∞)(t
′)
u(t′, y′)

|Rh(t′)| 12
e−t′dt′dy′.

where |Rh(t)| = 2ℓe−t sinh(h) is the measure of the rectangle t′ ∈ [t − h, t + h] as
in Remark 2.1. If et0 is chosen much bigger than h−1, we have from Remark 2.1
that |Bh(t)| = |Rh(t)|(1+O(h−2e−2t)) which implies from Schur’s Lemma that the

operator Th − (1 − χt0)K̃h(1 − χt0) has L
2 norm bounded by Ch−2e−2t0 for some

C > 0. Therefore this norm can be made as small as we like by letting t0 → ∞
and it remains to study the essential spectrum of Th when t0 is chosen very large.
Remark that Th can be decomposed in Fourier modes in the S1 variable y like we
did for Kh in the cusp, and only the component corresponding to the constant
eigenfunction of S1 is non-vanishing. Therefore the norm of Th is bounded by the
norm of the following operator acting on L2(R, e−tdt)

f → u(t) =
1l[t0,∞)(t)

2 sinh(h)e−t/2

∫ t+h

t−h

1l[t0,∞)(t
′)f(t′)e−t′/2dt′.

or equivalently

f → u(t) =
1l[t0,∞)(t)

2 sinh(h)

∫ t+h

t−h

1l[t0,∞)(t
′)f(t′)dt′

acting on L2(R, dt). This can also be written as a composition 1l[t0,∞)Ah 1l[t0,∞)

where Ah is the operator which is a Fourier multiplier on R

Ah = F−1 sin(hξ)

sinh(h)ξ
F .

¿From the spectral theorem, it is clear that this operator has only continuous
spectrum and its spectrum is given by the range of the smooth function ξ →
sin(hξ)/ sinh(h)ξ, i.e. by Ih, and its operator norm is h/ sinh(h). Suppose now

that λ ∈ Specess(K̃h) then λ belongs to the spectrum of 1l[t0,∞[ K̃h 1l[t0,∞[ for all t0.
If the spectrum of 1l[t0,∞[Ah 1l[t0,∞[ is included in Ih, then letting t0 → ∞ implies
that λ ∈ Ih, by the norm estimate on the difference of the two operators. Since

h

sinh(h)
A||f ||2L2 6 〈Ah 1l[t0,∞[ f, 1l[t0,∞[ f〉 6

h

sinh(h)
||f ||2L2 ,

the spectrum of 1l[t0,∞[Ah 1l[t0,∞[ is included in Ih, we just have to prove the other

inclusion. To prove it is exactly Ih, we have to construct Weyl sequences for K̃h.
Consider the orthonormalized sequence (un)n∈N of L2 orthonormalized functions

un(t) := 2−n/2eiλt 1l[2n,2n+1](t), n ∈ N
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then a straightforward computation shows that
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
(
1l[2n−1,∞)Ah 1l[2n−1,∞)−

sin(λh)

λ sinh(h)

)
un

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
L2(R,dt)

= O(2−n/2).

But also K̃hun = 1l[2n−1,∞) K̃h(1l[2n−1,∞) un) and thus by taking n large and using

the norm estimate on 1l[2n−1,∞) K̃h 1l[2n−1,∞) −Th with t0 := 2n−1 in the definition
of Th, we obtain

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
(
K̃h − sin(λh)

λ sinh(h)

)
un

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
L2

6 C(2−n/2 + h−2e−2n+1

)

and letting n → ∞, we can apply the Weyl criterion to deduce that Ih is the

essential spectrum of K̃h. �

4. Spectral gap of order h2 for Kh on L2

In this section, we show the existence of a spectral gap of order h2 for Kh on

acting on L2(M,dνh). Recall that dνh(m) = |Bh(m)|
Zh

dvg where Zh is a positive

constant such that this dνh is a probability measure. In particular, in our case
h2/C < Zh < Ch2 for some C > 0.

Let us first show that the bottom of the spectrum of Kh is uniformly bounded
away from −1.

Proposition 4.1. There exists δ > 0, h0 > 0 such that for all 0 < h 6 h0

(4.1) Spec(Kh) ∩ [−1,−1 + δ] = ∅.
Proof. This amounts to prove an estimate of the form

Gh(f) > δ||f ||2L2(M,dνh)

where

Gh(f) = 〈(1 +Kh)f, f〉L2(M,dνh) =
2

Zh

∫

d(m,m′)6h

(f(m) + f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m).

We proceed as in [4] and consider a covering ∪jωj = M of M by geodesic balls of
diameter h/4 and such that for any j, the number of k such that ωj ∩ωk 6= ∅ is less
than N for some N independent of h. Then, using that the volume of |Bh(m)| is
constant of order h2 when t(m) ∈ [t0, log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))] (for some t0 > 0 independent
of h), we deduce easily that Volg(ωj) > Cmaxm∈ωj |Bh(m)| for some uniform C > 0
when ωj has center in {t 6 log(2/ℓ sinh(h))}, while when it has center mj such that
t(mj) > log(2/ℓ sinh(h)), we have Volg(ωj) > Ce−tjh > C′ maxm∈ωj |Bh(m)| for
some C,C′ > 0 uniform in h, by using (2.8) . As a consequence, we obtain

Gh(f) >
1

2NZh

∑

j

∫

ωj×ωj ,d(m,m′)<h

(f(m) + f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′)

>
1

2NZh

∑

j

∫

ωj×ωj

((f(m) + f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′)

>
1

NZh

∑

j

Volg(ωj)

∫

ωj

|f(m)|2dvg(m)

Gh(f) >
C

N

∫

M

|f(m)|2 |Bh(m)|
Zh

dvg(m) =
C

N
||f ||2L2(M,dνh)
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and this achieves the proof. �

Let us define the following functionals on L2(M,dνh)
(4.2)

Vh(f) := ||f ||2L2(M,dνh)
−〈f, 1〉L2(M,dνh) =

1

2

∫

M×M

(f(m)− f(m′))2dνh(m)dνh(m
′)

(4.3)

Eh(f) := 〈(1−Kh)f, f〉L2(M,dνh) =
1

2Zh

∫

d(m,m′)<h

(f(m)−f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′).

The spectral gap g(h) can be defined as the largest constant such that

Vh(f) 6
1

g(h)
Eh(f), ∀f ∈ L2(M,dνh)

with the convention g(h) = ∞ if 1 has multiplicity greater than 1.

For the convenience of the reader, let us first give a brief summary of the method
we are going to use to obtain a lower bound on g(h): we will split the surface into
two surfaces with boundary, one of which is compact (call itM0), the other being an
exact cusp (call it E0), then we shall double them along their respective boundary
to obtain X =M0 ⊔M0 and W = E0 ⊔E0, and extend smoothly the metric g from
M0 to X and from E0 to W in such a fashion that W is a surface of revolution
R× (R/ℓZ) with two isometric cusps near infinity. We will reduce the problem of
getting a lower bound on g(h) to that of obtaining a lower bound on the spectral
gap of both random walk operators on X and W . The compact case X has been
studied in [5], and the main difficulty will be to analyze W , which will be done
in the next section. To that aim, we will use Fourier decomposition in the R/ℓZ
variable and show that only the 0-Fourier mode plays a serious role, then we will
reduce the analysis of the operator acting on the 0-Fourier mode to the analysis
of a random walk operator with an exponentially decaying measure density on the
real line, which is a particular case of the setting studied in [2].

Let us now prove the

Theorem 4.2. There exists C < 1/6 and h0 > 0 such that for any h ∈]0, h0]

Ch2 6 g(h) 6 1− h

sinh(h)
=
h2

6
+O(h4).

In particular, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of Kh.

Proof. The upper estimate on g(h) is a corollary of Theorem 3.1 (using the Weyl
sequences in the proof). Let us then study the lower bound, which is more involved.
The surfaceM decomposes into a disjoint unionM =M0∪E0 withM0 compact and
E0 isometric to the cusp ≃ {(t, y) ∈ (t0 − 1,∞)×R/ℓZ} with metric dt2 + e−2tdy2

(see Figure 4). In particular, the regionsM0 is compact with diameter independent
of h. Let us extend the function m 7→ t(m) smoothly to the whole surface M so
that 0 < t(m) < t0 − 1 for all m ∈M0.

We then decompose the functional Vh(f) according to this splitting of M and
we define for 0 6 a < c < b 6 ∞

V
[a,b]
h (f) :=

1

2

∫

t(m)∈[a,b],t(m′)∈[a,b]

(f(m)− f(m′))2dνh(m)dνh(m
′),
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E0
t = t0

t

M0

Figure 4. The decomposition M =M0 ∪ E0.

Ich(f) =
1

2

∫

t(m)∈[a,c],t(m′)∈[c,b]

(f(m)− f(m′))2dνh(m)dνh(m
′).

One then has for c ∈ (a, b)

(4.4) V
[a,b]
h (f) = V

[a,c]
h (f) + V

[c,b]
h (f) + 2Ich(f).

Let us deal with the interaction term : Ich(f) = 1
νh(Cc)

∫
s∈Cc

Ich(f)dνh(s) where

Cc := {m ∈M ; c− 1 < t(m) < c+ 1} and thus

Ich(f) 6 2

∫

s∈Cc

∫
t(m)∈[a,c],
t(m′)∈[c,b]

(f(m)− f(s))2 + (f(s)− f(m′))2dνh(m)dνh(m
′)
dνh(s)

νh(Cc)

which implies for a+ 1 6 c 6 b− 1,

Ich(f) 6
2νh(t(m) ∈ [c, b])

νh(Cc)
V

[a,c+1]
h (f) +

2νh(t(m) ∈ [a, c])

νh(Cc)
V

[c−1,b]
h (f).

Assume now that c satisfies ech 6 C for some C > 0 independent of h. Since
the measure c0 6 dνh/dvg 6 c′0 in {t < log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))} for some c0, c

′
0 > 0 and

c1e
−t/h < dνh/dvg < c2e

−t/h in {t > log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))} for some c1, c2 > 0, we
immediately deduce (using also (4.4)) that there exists C > 0 such that for all
f ∈ C∞

0 (M) and h small

V
[a,b]
h (f) 6 C

(
V

[a,c+1]
h (f) + ec−aV

[c−1,b]
h (f)

)
.

Using this estimate with c = t0 (which is independent on h), we obtain

(4.5) Vh(f) 6 C
(
V

[0,t0]
h (f) + et0V

[t0,∞]
h (f)

)

We also notice the inequality

(4.6) Eh(f) >
1

4

(
E [0,t0+1]
h (f) + E [t0−1,∞]

h (f)
)
,

where, for any a, b ∈ [0,∞],

E [a,b]
h (f) :=

1

2Zh

∫

t(m′),t(m)∈[a,b],d(m,m′)<h

(f(m)− f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′).

Using the preceding observations, it remains to prove the inequalities

(4.7) Eh
[0,t0]

(f) > Ch2V h
[0,t0]

(f), Eh
[t0−1,∞](f) > Ch2V h

[t0−1,∞](f).

where we have used the fact that et0 is independant of h.
Let us prove the following Lemma, which will deal with the non-compact region.
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W2

−1 th−th

t

0 = t0 − 1

W3

W1

Figure 5. The surface of revolution W , which is a doubling of
the cusp region E0 = {t > t0 − 1 = 0} in these coordinates. For
later applications in Section 5, we write W =W1 ∪W2 ∪W3, with
W2,W3 the regions where |t| > th = log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))− 1.

Lemma 4.3. For any f ∈ L2(M), the following inequality holds

E [t0−1,∞]
h (f) > Ch2Vh[t0 − 1,∞](f).

Proof. We are going to prove

1

Zh

∫

m,m′∈E0,d(m,m′)<h

(f(m)− f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′)

> Ch2
∫

m,m′∈E0

(f(m)− f(m′))2dνh(m)dνh(m
′).

Recall that E0 = [t0 − 1,∞[×R/ℓZ is endowed with the metric g = dt2 + e−2tdy2.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that t0 = 1. Let us consider the surface
W := Rt × (R/ℓZ)y, and view E0 as the subset t > 0 of W . We equip W with a
warped product metric extending g (and then still denoted g) to t 6 0 as follows:
g := dt2 + e−2µ(t)dy2 where µ(t) is a smooth function on R which is equal to |t| in
{t > 0} ∪ {t < −1} and such that e−µ(t) > c0e

−t in t ∈ [−1, 0] for some constant
c0 > 0 (see Figure 5). As a consequence, there exists some constant C > 0 such
that

(4.8) ∀t ∈ R,
1

C
e−µ(t) 6 e−µ(−t) 6 Ce−µ(t)

We denote by d(m,m′) the distance for the metric g on W , dvg the volume form,
|Bh(m)| = vg(B(m,h)) the volume of the geodesic ball of radius h and center m
associated to this metric g on W . Consider also the probability measure dνWh =
|Bh(m)|

ZW
h

dvg(m), where ZW
h ∈ [h2/C,Ch2] (for some C > 1) is a renormalizing

constant.
For g ∈ L2(E0), let us define

EW
h (g) :=

1

ZW
h

∫

m,m′∈W,d(m,m′)<h

(g(m)− g(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′)

VW
h (g) :=

∫

m,m′∈W

(g(m)− g(m′))2dνWh (m)dνWh (m′).
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Any function f ∈ L2(E0) can be extended to a function f s ∈ L2(W ), symmetric
with respect to the involution t→ −t. Splitting W ×W in four regions, we have

EW
h (f s) =

Zh

ZW
h

E [0,∞)
h (f) + 2

∫

t(m)>0,t(m′)<0,
d(m,m′)6h

(f s(m)− f s(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m)

+

∫

t(m)<0,t(m′)<0,
d(m,m′)6h

(f s(m)− f s(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m)

We denote σ : W → W the involution σ(t, y) := (−t, y) and use the change of
variables m 7→ σ(m),m′ → σ(m′) in the last term, and m′ → σ(m′) in the second
term. Using the assumptions on the metric g, we observe the following inclusions

{(m,m′) ∈W ×W ; t(m) > 0, t(m′) > 0, d(σ(m), σ(m′)) 6 h}
⊂ {(m,m′) ∈ W ×W ; t(m) > 0, t(m′) > 0, d(m,m′) 6 2h}, and

{(m,m′) ∈W ×W ; t(m) > 0, t(m′) > 0, d(m,σ(m′)) 6 h}
⊂ {(m,m′) ∈W ×W ; t(m) > 0, t(m′) > 0, d(m,m′) 6 2h}.

The first inclusion comes from e−µ(t) > e−|t|/2, while the second follows simply from
d(m,m′) 6 d(m,σ(m′))+d(m′, σ(m′)) and the fact that d(m′, σ(m′)) = 2t(m′) 6 h
if d(m,σ(m′)) 6 h. Combined with (4.8) and the fact that c 6 Zh/Z

W
h 6 1/c for

some 0 < c < 1, we see that the terms in the right hand side of (4.9) are bounded

above by CE [0,∞)
2h (f) for some C, and we then deduce that for all small h > 0

(4.9) EW
h
2
(f s) 6 CE [0,∞)

h (f).

The proof of the following proposition is deferred to the next section.

Proposition 4.4. There exists C > 0 and h0 > 0 such that for all f ∈ L2(W ) and
all h ∈]0, h0], we have:

Ch2VW
h (f) 6 EW

h (f)

Combining this Proposition with (4.9) and the inequality Vh(f) 6 VW
h (f s) 6

CVW
h
2

(f s) which is a consequence of dνWh /dνWh
2

<
√
C for some C > 0, we have

proved Lemma 4.3. �

We now analyze the compact regions which have diameter bounded uniformly
with respect to h, i.e. M0.

Lemma 4.5. There exists C independent of h such that for all f ∈ C∞
0 (M)

E [0,t0]
h (f) > Ch2V

[0,t0]
h (f).

Proof. We shall use the same arguments as for the non-compact part, which is
to reduce the problem to a closed compact surface which doubles M0. We start
by defining the surface X := M0 ⊔M0 obtained by doubling M0 along the circle
t = t0, and we equip it with a smooth structure extending that of M0 and with a
metric extending g, which we thus still denote g. We shall assume that g has the
form g = dt2 + e−2µ(t)dy2 in a small open collar neighbourhood of {t = t0} (with
size independent of h), where µ(t) is a function extending t to a neighbourhood
t0 − ǫ 6 t 6 t0 + ǫ of {t = t0} with e−µ(t) > c0e

−t, c0 > 0. Now repeating the same
arguments as those of the proof of Lemma 4.3, we see that it suffices to show that

〈(1 −KX
h )f, f〉L2(X,dνX

h ) > Ch2(||f ||2L2(X,dνX
h ) − 〈f, 1〉2L2(X,dνX

h ))
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for any f ∈ L2(X), where KX
h is the random walk operator on X for the metric

g, defined just like for M , and dνXh (m) := Vol({m ∈ X ; dg(m,m
′) 6 h})dvg/Zh,X

for some normalizing constant ZX
h > 0 so that dνXh is a probablity measure. Now

this estimates follows from the main Theorem of Lebeau-Michel [5], where they
show a spectral gap of order h2 for the random walk operator KX

h on any compact
manifolds (X, g). �

The proof of the Theorem is thus achieved, provided we have shown Proposition
4.4, i.e. the spectral gap on the surface of revolution W . �

5. Spectral gap for the random walk on a surface of revolution

In this section, we consider the surface of revolutionW = Rt×(R/ℓZ)y equipped

with a metric g = dt2 + e−2µ(t)dy2 where µ is a function equal to |t| in |t| > t0
for some fixed t0 (a priori not necessarily the t0 of previous Sections). This can
be considered as the quotient 〈y → y + ℓ〉\R2 of R2 equipped with the metric
dt2 + e−2µ(t)dy2 by a cyclic group G of isometries generated by one horizontal
translation. We shall consider the random walk operator KW

h on W , defined as
usual by

KW
h f(m) =

1

|Bh(m)|

∫

Bh(m)

f(m′)dvg(m
′)

where Bh(m) denotes the geodesic ball of center m and radius h and |Bh(m)| its
volume for the measure dvg. We assume that h is small enough so that the ball
Bh(m) is diffeomorphic to a Euclidean ball of radius h in |t| 6 2.

To simplify notations we will drop the superscripts W referring to W , noting
that we just have to remember we are working on the surface of revolution W in
this Section.

The Dirichlet form and the variance associated to this operator are defined as
usual by Eh(f) = 〈(1−Kh)f, f〉L2(W,dνh) and Vh(f) = ‖f‖2L2(W,dνh)

−〈f, 1〉2L2(W,dνh)
,

where dνh(m) denotes the probability measure |Bh(m)|
Zh

dvg(m) for a certain renor-

malizing constant Zh.
The main result of this section is the following

Proposition 5.1. There exists C > 0 and h0 > 0 such that for all f ∈ L2(W ) and
all h ∈]0, h0], we have:

(5.1) Ch2Vh(f) 6 Eh(f).
Proof. The expression of the operator acting on functions supported in |t| > t0 +1
is given in subsection 2.3, since it corresponds to the random walk operator on a
hyperbolic cusp. In particular, the operatorKh preserves the Fourier decomposition
in the R/ℓZ variable when acting on functions supported in {|t| > t0 + 1}.

Let us then study its form when acting on functions supported in |t| 6 t0 + 2.
For any v ∈ R, the translation y → y+ v on R2 = Rt ×Ry descends to an isometry
of (W, g), and thus the geodesic ball Bh(t, y) onW has the same volume as Bh(t, y

′)
for all y, y′ ∈ R/ℓZ, i.e. the volume |Bh(t, y)| is a function of t, which we will denote
|Bh(t)| instead.

As long as h is smaller than the radius of injectivity at (t, y) (i.e. when t <
log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))), the ball Bh(t, y) is included in a fundamental domain of the group
G centered at y, i.e. a vertical strip |y′−y| < ℓ of width ℓ, and Bh(t, y) corresponds
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to a geodesic ball of center (t, y) and radius h in R2 for the metric dt2+ e−2µ(t)dy2.
The reflection (t, y′) → (t, 2y−y′) with fixed line y′ = y is an isometry of the metric
dt2 + e−2µ(t)dy2 on R

2, and thus d((t, y), (t′, y′) = d((t, y), (t′, 2y − y′)) where d is
the distance of the metric g. In particular, the ball Bh(t, y) is symmetric with
respect to the line y′ = y. It can thus be parameterized by

Bh(t, y) := {(t′, y′); |t− t′| 6 h, |y − y′| 6 αh(t, t
′)}

for a certain continous function αh(t, t
′) which satisfies αh(t, t−h) = αh(t, t+h) = 0

(this corresponds the bottom and top of the ball) and αh(t, t) = he−µ(t) (this
corresponds to the ‘middle’ of the ball). It is easily seen that αh(t, t

′) > ǫh for
some ǫ > 0 if |t′ − t| 6 h/2. Let us now check that Kh preserves the Fourier
decomposition in the y variable. Here we first suppose that f ∈ L2 is supported in
|t| 6 t0 + 2. Then f =

∑
k fk(t)e

2iπky/ℓ for some fk(t) ∈ L2(R, e−µ(t)dt), and we
have

Khf(t, y) =
∑

k∈Z

1

|Bh(t)|

∫ t+h

t−h

∫ y+αh(t,t
′)

y−αh(t,t′)

fk(t
′)e2iπky

′/ℓe−µ(t′)dy′dt′

=
∑

k 6=0

e2iπky/ℓ
2

|Bh(t)|

∫ t+h

t−h

fk(t
′)
sin(2πkαh(t, t

′)/ℓ)

2πkαh(t, t′)/ℓ
αh(t, t

′)e−µ(t′)dt′

+
2

|Bh(t)|

∫ t+h

t−h

αh(t, t
′)f0(t

′)e−µ(t′)dt′

Khf(t, y) =:
∑

k∈Z

(Kh,kfk)(t)e
2iπky/ℓ.

(5.2)

Notice in particular that

(5.3) |Bh(t)| =
∫ t+h

t−h

2α(t, t′)e−µ(t′)dt′.

Moreover, combining with the computations in subsection 2.3, the expression (5.2)
and (5.3) can be extended to the whole surface W by setting

(5.4) αh(t, t
′) = min

(
et
√
sinh(h)2 − (cosh(h)− et′−t)2, ℓ/2

)

when t > t0 + 1.
We start by proving the statement on the non-zero Fourier modes in R/ℓZ.

Lemma 5.2. There exists ǫ > 0, h0 > 0 such that for all k 6= 0, all 0 < h 6 h0 and

f ∈ L∞(R)

‖Kh,kf‖L∞ 6 (1− ǫh2)‖f‖L∞

and for all f ∈ L2(R, |Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt) the following L2 estimate holds true:

(5.5) ||Kh,kf ||L2(R,|Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt) 6 (1− ǫh2)||f ||L2(R,|Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt).

Finally, there exists ǫ > 0, h0 > 0 such that for all 0 < h 6 h0, all k 6= 0, all τ > t0
and all f ∈ L2(R, |Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt) supported in |t| > τ , we have

(5.6) ||Kh,kf ||L2(R,|Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt) 6 (1− ǫmin(k2e2τh2, 1))||f ||L2(R,|Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt).
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Proof. The proof uses the expression for Kh,k given in the equations (5.2), with
αh(t, t

′) given by (5.4) in {|t| > t0 + 1}. If f ∈ L∞(R), one easily has from (5.2)
(5.7)

||Kh,kf ||L∞ 6 ||f ||L∞ sup
t

( 2

|Bh(t)|

∫ h

−h

∣∣∣ sin(γh,k(t, T ))
γh,k(t, T )

∣∣∣αh(t, t+ T )e−µ(t+T )dT
)

where γh,k(t, T ) = 2πkαh(t, t+ T )/ℓ. Now, if |T | = |t− t′| 6 h/2, then αh(t, t
′) >

ǫe|t|h for some ǫ > 0 uniform in t, t′, thus γh,k(t, T ) > ǫe|t|h for some ǫ > 0 uniform
in t and k, but since | sin(x)/x| 6 1− ǫmin(x2, 1) if ǫ is chosen small enough above,
one deduces that

sup
|T |6h/2

sup
t

∣∣∣ sin(γh,k(t, T ))
γh,k(t, T )

∣∣∣ 6 1− ǫh2.

Therefore, combining with (5.7), we have that ||Kh,kf ||L∞(R) 6 A||f ||L∞(R) where

A := sup
t

( 2

|Bh(t)|

∫
(1l[0,h/2](|T |)(1− ǫh2) + 1l[h/2,h](|T |))αh(t, t+ T )e−µ(t+T )dT

)

and using (5.3), the integral A can be bounded above as follows

A 6 1− ǫh2
1

|Bh(t)|

∫ h/2

−h/2

2αh(t, t+ T )e−µ(t+T )dT.

But now the integral on the right is exactly the volume for dvg of any region

R(t, y0) := {(t′, y′); |t− t′| 6 h/2, |y′ − y0| 6 αh(t, t
′)}

when y0 ∈ R/ℓZ. When t 6 log(ℓ/2 sinh(h)) =: th, we see directly that this region
contains a geodesic ball of radius ǫh centered at (t, y0) for some y0 ∈ R/ℓZ if ǫ is
chosen small enough (note that ǫ = 1/2 works out when th > |t| > t0 +1), thus the
volume is bounded below by |Bǫh(t)|; when |t| > th, the region R(t, y0) contains a
rectangle {|t− t′| 6 h/2, |y − y0| 6 α} for some α > 0 independent of h, thus with
volume 2α sinh(h/2)e−t, therefore R(t, y0) has volume bounded below by |Bh(t)|/C
for some C > 0. Since we also have |Bǫh(t)|/|Bh(t)| > 1/C for some C > 0 when
|t| 6 th, we deduce that

A 6 1− ǫh2/C.

which proves the first estimate of the Lemma. The L2(R, |Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt) estimate
(5.5) can be obtained by interpolation. Indeed, since Kh,k is self-adjoint with

respect to the measure |Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt on R, the L∞ → L∞ operator bound implies
that Kh,k is bounded on L1(R, |Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt) with norm bounded by A, and by

interpolation it is bounded on L2(R, |Bh(t)|e−µ(t)dt) with norm bounded by A.
Now for (5.6), we apply the same reasoning, but when f is supported in |t| > τ ,

we replace (5.7) by

||Kh,kf ||L∞ 6 ||f ||L∞ sup
|t|>τ−h

( 2

|Bh(t)|

∫ h

−h

∣∣∣sin(γh,k(t, T ))
γh,k(t, T )

∣∣∣αh(t, t+T )e
−µ(t+T )dT

)

and we use the same techniques as above except that now we use the bound

sup
|T |6h/2

sup
|t|>τ

∣∣∣ sin(γh,k(t, T ))
γh,k(t, T )

∣∣∣ 6 1− ǫmin(h2e2τk2, 1).

This yields an estimate

|| 1l|t|>τ Kh,k 1l|t|>τ ||L∞→L∞ 6 1− ǫmin(h2e2τk2, 1)
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and using self-adjointness of this operator and interpolation as above, we obtain the
desired L2 → L2 estimate for 1l|t|>τ Kh,k 1l|t|>τ . But this concludes the proof since
this implies the same estimate (by changing ǫ) on Kh,k 1l|t|>τ = 1l|t|>τ−hKh,k 1l|t|>τ

if we take τ − h instead of τ above. �

In the remaining part of the proof, we shall analyze the operator Kh,0 acting on
functions constant in y. We split the surface in 3 regions (see Figure 5):

W1 := {(t, y) ∈ (−th, th)× R/ℓZ} with th = log(ℓ/2 sinh(h))− 1

W2 := {(t, y) ∈ (th,∞)× R/ℓZ}, and W3 := {(t, y) ∈ (−∞,−th)× R/ℓZ}.
Let us define the functionals for i = 1, 2, 3 acting on functions f ∈ L2(W,dνh)

which are constant in the y variable

E i
h(f) :=

1

2Zh

∫

m,m′∈Wi,d(m,m′)<h

(f(m)− f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′)

V i
h(f) :=

1

2

∫

m,m′∈Wi

(f(m)− f(m′))2dνh(m)dνh(m
′).

Using the arguments used to obtain (4.5) and (4.6), we easily deduce that it suffices
to prove that

E1
h(f) > Ch2V 1

h (f), and E i
h(f) > Ch2ethV i

h(f) for i = 2, 3

hold for any f ∈ L2(W,dνh) constant in the R/ℓZ variable to obtain, combined
with (5.5), the estimate (5.1).

We start by the regions W2,W3, which are non-compact. We will reduce to a
random walk operator on the line with a measure decaying exponentially fast as
|t| → ∞.

Lemma 5.3. There exists C > 0 such that for any f ∈ L2(W2, dνh) constant in

the R/ℓZ variable

E i
h(f) > Ch2ethV i

h(f), for i = 2, 3.

Proof. It suffices to prove the estimate for i = 2, since clearly i = 3 is similar. Let
f be a function depending only on the variable t and supported in W2. We first

reduce the problem by changing variable: we define f̃(t) := f(t + th) on R and
using that dνh(t)/dtdy 6 Ce−2t/h in {t > th} and e−th = O(h) , we obtain

ethV 2
h (f) 6 Ce−th

∫

t>0,t′>0

(f̃(t)− f̃(t′))2e−2(t+t′)dtdt′ =: Ce−th Ṽ 2
h (f̃).

Similarly, changing variable as above in E2
h(f) and using the inclusion

(5.8)
{(m,m′) ∈M2 ×M2; |t(m)− t(m′)| 6 h/2, |y(m)− y(m′)| 6 α}

⊂ {(m,m′) ∈M2 ×M2; d(m,m
′) 6 h}

for some α > 0 independent of h, we get

Eh
2 (f) >

e−2th

Zh

∫

t>0,t′>0,|t−t′|6h/2

(f̃(t)− f̃(t′))2e−t−t′dtdt′ =: e−th Ẽh/2
2 (f̃)

We are thus reduced to prove an estimate of the form

(5.9) Ẽh
2 (f̃) > Ch2Ṽ h

2 (f̃)
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for all f̃ ∈ C∞
0 (R+). Let ρ = ρ(t)dt be a smooth non vanishing measure on R equal

to e−tdt on (−1,∞) and e−|t| on (−∞,−2) and dνρh(t) := ρ([t−h, t+h])ρ/Zρ
h where

Zρ
h is chosen such that 1 =

∫
R
1dνρh(t). In particular, dνρh(t) = 2e−2t sinh(h)dt/Zρ

h

when t > 0 and c1h < Zρ
h < c2h for some c1, c2 > 0. Let us now define the

self-adjoint one dimensional random walk operator Kρ
h on L2(R, dνρh)

Kρ
hf(t) :=

1

ρ([t− h, t+ h])

∫

|t−t′|6h

f(t′)ρ(t′)dt′.

For f supported in R+, let f s be the even extension of f to R. Then since ρ doesn’t
vanish and is symmetric at infinity, there exists C > 0 such that ρ(t)/ρ(−t) 6 C
and it is then easy to see (just like in the proof of Lemma 4.3) that there exists
C > 0 such that

〈(1 −Kρ
h)f

s, f s〉L2(R,dνρ
h)

=
1

Zρ
h

∫

|t−t′|<h

(f s(t)− f s(t′))2ρ(t)ρ(t′)dtdt′

6
C

Zρ
h

∫

t>0,t′>0,|t−t′|<h

(f(t)− f(t′))2e−(t+t′)dtdt′.

Since e−th = β sinh(h) for some β > 0, we deduce that there exists C > 0 indepen-
dent of h such that for all functions f compactly supported in t > 0 and depending
only on t

Ẽ
h
2
2 (f) > C〈(1 −Kρ

h
2

)f s, f s〉L2(R,dνρ
h)
.

But we also notice that for the same class of functions

Ṽ h
2 (f) 6 C

∫

t,t′∈R

(f s(t)−f s(t′))2dνρh(t)dν
ρ
h(t

′) = C(‖f s‖2L2(R,dνρ
h)
−〈f s, 1〉2L2(R,dνρ

h)
)

for some C, thus, to prove (5.9), it remains to show that

〈(1 −Kρ
h
2

)f, f〉L2(R,dνρ
h)

> Ch2(‖f‖2L2(R,dνρ
h)

− 〈f, 1〉2L2(R,dνρ
h)
).

We conclude by observing the measure ρ(t) is tempered in the sense of [2], hence the

above estimate follows from Theorem 1.2 in [2] and the fact that c1 <
dνh/2

dνh
< c2

for some c1, c2 > 0.. �

And finally, we need to prove the last estimate:

Lemma 5.4. There exists C > 0 such that for any f ∈ C∞
0 (W1) depending only

on t

E1
h(f) > Ch2V 1

h (f).

Proof. We proceed in a way similar to the previous Lemma. We easily notice from
(2.1) the inclusion

{(m;m′) ∈ W1 ×W1; |t(m)− t(m′)| 6 h/2, |y(m)− y(m′)| 6 αe|t|h}
⊂ {(m,m′) ∈ W1 ×W1; d(m,m

′) 6 h}

for some 0 < α < 1 independent of h and t, where |y − y′| denotes the distance in
R/ℓZ. Consequently, since dvg(m)/dtdy > Ce−|t|, we have for any f ∈ C∞

0 (W1)
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depending only on t

E1
h(f) =

1

2Zh

∫

t(m),t(m′)∈[−th,th],d(m,m′)6h

(f(m)− f(m′))2dvg(m)dvg(m
′)

>
C

Zh

∫

t,t′∈[−th,th],|t−t′|6h/2

(f(t)− f(t′))2e−|t|−|t′|αhe|t|dtdt′

E1
h(f) >

C

h

∫

t,t′∈[−th,th],|t−t′|6h/2

(f(t)− f(t′))2e−
|t|
2 − |t′|

2 dtdt′.

(5.10)

Let ρ := ρ(t)dt be a smooth positive measure on R defined like in the proof of
Lemma 5.3 but with ρ(t) = e−|t|/2 in R \ (−1, 0) instead of e−|t|. Let us define the
random walk operator on R

Kρ
h(f)(t) =

1

ρ([t− h, t+ h])

∫

|t−t′|<h

f(t′)ρ(t′)dt′

which is self-adjoint on L2(R, dνρh(t)) if dν
ρ
h(t) :=

ρ([t−h,t+h])
Zρ

h
ρ(t)dt and Zρ

h is chosen

such that dνρh is a probability measure (in particular c1h < Zρ
h < c2h). For f

supported in [−th, th], let fp be the periodic extension of f defined by fp(2jth+t) :=
f(t) when t ∈ [−th, th] and j ∈ Z. We set for g ∈ L2(R)

Eρ
h(g) := 〈(1 −Kρ

h)g, g〉L2(R,dνρ
h)

=
1

Zρ
h

∫

t,t′∈R,|t−t′|<h

(g(t)− g(t′))2ρ(t)ρ(t′)dtdt′.

For j ∈ N, let Fj = 2jth + [−th, th]. Using the changes of variable t 7→ t+2jth and
t′ 7→ t′ + 2kth, we get

Eρ
h(f

p) 6
C

Zρ
h

∞∑

k,j=0

∫

t∈Fk,t′∈Fj ,|t−t′|<h

(fp(t)− fp(t′))2e−
|t|
2 − |t′|

2 dtdt′

6
C

Zρ
h

∞∑

k,j=0

∫

t∈F0,t′∈F0,|t−t′|<h

(f(t)− f(t′))2e−
|t+2jth|

2 −
|t′+2kth|

2 dtdt′

6
C

Zρ
h

∫

t,t′∈[−th,th],|t−t′|<h

(f(t)− f(t′))2e−
|t|
2 − |t′|

2 dtdt′

where we have use in the last line that for t ∈ F0 and any j ∈ Z

e−
|t+2jth|

2 =





e−t/2−jth if j > 0

et/2+jth if j < 0

e−|t|/2 if j = 0

6 e−|t|/2e−(|j|−1)th .

Since c2h > Zρ
h > c1h, this shows using (5.10) that Eρ

h
2

(fp) 6 CE1
h(f). Moreover,

defining V ρ
h (f) = ‖f‖2L2(dνρ

h)
− 〈f, 1〉L2(R,dνρ

h)
, and using that for |t| 6 th, ρ([t −

h/2, t+ h/2]) > C sinh(h2 )e
−|t|/2 for some C, we have

V ρ
h
2

(fp) =

∫

t,t′∈R

(fp(t)− fp(t′))2dνρh
2

(t)dνρh
2

(t′)(5.11)

> C

∫

t,t′∈[−th,th]

(f(t)− f(t′))2e−|t|e−|t′|dtdt′.

Since V 1
h (f) is easily seen to be bounded above by C times the right hand side

of (5.11) (in view of the assumptions on the metric g on W1), this shows that
V ρ

h
2

(fp) > CV 1
h (f). Combining this with the estimate on Dirichlet form, it remains
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to show that V ρ
h
2

(f) 6 Ch2Eρ
h
2

(f). Since the measure ρ is tempered in the sense of

[2], this is again a consequence of Theorem 1.2 of this paper. �

Combining Lemmas, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.2, we have proved the estimate (5.1) . �

6. Upper bound on the gap and discrete eigenvalues of the Laplacian

In this section, we shall give a sharper upper bound on the gap g(h) when the
Laplacian has an eigenvalue smaller than 4/3 (beside 0). More precisely, we are
going to prove the following

Theorem 6.1. Let 0 = λ0 < λ1 6 . . . 6 λK be the L2 eigenvalues of the Laplacian

∆g on (M, g) which are contained in [0, 1/4) and λK+1, . . . , λK+L those contained

in [1/4, 4/3). Then for all c > 0, there is h0 such that for all h ∈ (0, h0) and

K + 1 6 k 6 k + L

♯
(
Spec(1−Kh) ∩

[λkh2
8

− ch4,
λkh

2

8
+ ch4

])
> dimker(∆g − λk).

For all c > 0 there exists h0 such that for all 0 < h < h0 and 0 < k 6 K,

♯
(
Spec(1−Kh)∩

[λkh2
8

−ch2+
√

1/4−λk ,
λkh

2

8
+ch2+

√
1/4−λk

])
> dimker(∆g−λk).

We shall first need a few results relating Kh to the Laplacian and some estimates
on the eigenfunctions of ∆g in the cusp.

6.1. Asymptotic expansion in h of Khψ.

Lemma 6.2. For all τ > t0, there is C > 0 and h0 > 0 such that for any ψ ∈
C∞

0 (M) with support in {t < τ} for h ∈ (0, h0)

(6.1)

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣Khψ − (ψ − h2

8
∆gψ)

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
L2(M)

6 Ch4||ψ||H4(M).

Proof. If the cusp is denoted by [0,∞)t × R/ℓZ, the support of ψ is contained in
{t < τ} for some τ > 0. Let us define a smooth Riemannian compact surface
(X, gX) which is obtained by cutting the cusp end {t > τ + 1} of M and gluing
instead a half sphere, and such that the metric gX on X is an extension of the
metric g in the sense that gX is isometric to g in t 6 τ + 1. Then, since the
support of Khψ is larger than supp(ψ) by at most a set of diameter h, one has
that for h ≪ e−τ , the function Khψ has support inside {t 6 τ + h} and thus
can be considered as a function on X in a natural way, and it is given by KX

h ψ
where KX

h is the random walk operator associated to (X, gX). We can use the
results of Lebeau-Michel [5], i.e. Lemma 2.4 of this article which describes KX

h as
a semiclassical pseudo-differential operator on X , in particular this provides the
expansion of the operator KX

h in powers of h to fourth order, and shows (6.1) when
acting on smooth functions ψ. �

In the next lemma we give an approximation for functions supported in the
region where the geodesic balls of radius h do not overlap.

Lemma 6.3. Let us choose t0 > 0 such that the metric g is constant curvature

in the region {t > t0/2} of the cusp and let h ∈ (0, h0) where h0 is fixed small.

Consider χh ∈ C∞
0 (M) supported in {et0 6 et 6 ℓ

2 sinh(h) − 1}, and χh depending
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only on t with ||∂jtχh||L∞ 6 Cj for all h ∈ (0, h0) and all j ∈ N0. Then there is

C > 0 such that for all ψ ∈ C∞(M) and all h ∈ (0, h0)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣Kh(ψχh)−

(
ψχh − h2

8
∆g(ψχh)

)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
L2(M)

6 Ch4||ψ||H4(Mh)

where Mh := {et 6 ℓ
2| sinh(h)| − 1}.

Proof. Let us use the coordinates (x = et, y) in the half-plane model of H2 and
define x0 := et0 and x(h) := ℓ

2 sinh(h) − 1. Let ϕr be smooth and supported in the

part r/2 6 x 6 2r of the cusp where r ∈ (x0, x(h)) ∩ N is fixed. Consider ϕ̃ the
lift to H

2, i.e. ϕ̃ is periodic under the translation γ : y → y + ℓ and projects down

to ϕ under the quotient of H2 by this translation. If K̃h denotes the random walk

operator on H2, we have that K̃hϕ̃ is periodic under γ and Khϕ is its projection
under the quotient map. The squared Sobolev norm ||ϕ||2Hk(C) (for k ∈ N0) of a

smooth function ϕ in the cusp C = 〈γ〉\H2 supported in r/2 < x < 2r is equal
to 1

r ||ϕ̃||2Hk(Wr)
where Wr = {(x, y) ∈ H

2;x ∈ (12r, 2r), |y| 6 rℓ}. Let Gr be the

isometry (x, y) → 1
ℓr (x, y) of H

2 which mapsWr to a domain included in a geodesic

ball B0 of H2 centered at (1, 0) and of radius independent of r and h. Now it is

clear that G∗
rK̃hG

−1
r

∗
= K̃h since Gr is an isometry of H2. From Lemma 2.4 of [5],

which is purely local, we deduce that for u ∈ C∞(H2), we have

||K̃hu− u− h2

8
∆H2u||L2(B0) 6 Ch4||u||H4(B1)

where B1 is a hyperbolic geodesic ball centered at (1, 0) containing B0 and of
Euclidean radius α for some α > 0 independent of h, r. Since G∗

r commutes also
with ∆H2 and since it is also an isometry for the L2(H2) and H4(H2) norms, we
deduce easily that

||K̃hϕ̃− ϕ̃− h2

8
∆H2 ϕ̃||L2(Wr) 6 Ch4||ϕ̃||H4(Wβr)

for some β > 0 independent of r, h, which implies directly

||Khϕ− ϕ− h2

8
∆gϕ||L2(C) 6 Ch4

√
β||ϕ||H4(C)

and thus the desired result for a function supported in {r/2 6 x 6 2r} in the cusp.
Now it suffices to sum over a dyadic covering of the region {x0 6 x 6 x(h)} of the
cusp. �

We end this part with another estimate in the part of the cusp where the balls
Bh(t) overlap:

Lemma 6.4. Let A≫ 0, then there is C > 0 and h0 > 0 such that for all smooth

function ψ supported in { A
sinh(h) > et > ℓ

2 sinh(h) −2} depending only on the variable

t and all h ∈ (0, h0)

||Khψ − ψ||L2(M,dvg) 6 Ch2||ψ||H2(M,dvg)

Proof. Using the fact that ψ depends only on t, a Taylor expansion of ψ gives

ψ(t+ T ) = ψ(t) + T∂tψ(t) + T 2QTψ(t) with QTψ(t) =
1
2

∫ 1

0 (1− u)2∂2t ψ(t+ Tu)du
for T small, then we can use the expressions (2.3) and (2.6) to deduce that

Khψ(t) = ψ(t) + αh∂tψ(t) +Rh(t)
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with αh given, for et sinh(h) 6 ℓ/2 by

αh =
1

4π(sinh(h/2))2

∫ sinh(h)

− sinh(h)

∫ log(cosh(h)+
√

sinh(h)2−|z|2)

log(cosh(h)−
√

sinh(h)2−|z|2)

Te−TdTdz

and for et sinh(h) > ℓ/2

αh =
1

|Bh(t)|

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

∫ log(cosh(h)+
√

sinh(h)2−|z|2)

log(cosh(h)−
√

sinh(h)2−|z|2)

Te−TdTdz

while the Rh(t) term satisfies the bound for et sinh(h) 6 ℓ/2 (here the Sobolev
norms are taken with respect to the measure e−tdt)

||Rh||L2 6
C||ψ||H2

4π(sinh(h/2))2

∫ sinh(h)

− sinh(h)

∫ h

−h

T 2e−TdTdz

6Ch2||ψ||H2

and for et sinh(h) > ℓ/2

||Rh||L2 6C
∣∣∣
∣∣∣ ∂

2
t ψ(t)

et|Bh(t)|
∣∣∣
∣∣∣
L2(e−tdt)

∫ ℓ/2

−ℓ/2

∫ h

−h

T 2e−TdTdz

6Ch2||ψ||H2

where we used that |Bh(t)| > ce−th for some c > 0 combined with the fact that
T 2e−T is increasing for T < 2. Now we have to evaluate αh. Let us write the
part et sinh(h) > ℓ/2, the other one being even simpler, and this can be done by
observing that a primitive of Te−T is given by −(1 + T )e−T

|αh| 6 c
et

h

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

|(1 + t+(z))e
−t+(z) − (1 + t−(z))e

−t−(z)|dz

where t±(z) = log(cosh(h)±
√
sinh(h)2 − |z|2). We can remark that

t±(z) = ±
√
sinh(h)2 − |z|2 +O(h2)

uniformly in |z| 6 sinh(h) and thus

|(1 + t+(z))e
−t+(z) − (1 + t−(z))e

−t−(z)| = |t+(z)2 − t−(z)
2|+O(h3) = O(h3),

proving that |αh| = O(h2). This achieves the proof. �

6.2. The Laplacian eigenfunctions. For a surface with hyperbolic cusps, the
spectral theory of the Laplacian ∆g is well known (see for instance [6]). The es-
sential spectrum of ∆g is given by σess(∆g) = [1/4,∞), there are finitely many
L2-eigenvalues λ0 = 0, λ1, . . . , λK in [0, 1/4) and possibly infinitely many embed-
ded eigenvalues (λj)j>K+1 in [1/4,∞). Moreover one has

Lemma 6.5. Let T ≫ 0 be large and χT be a smooth function supported in {t > T }.
The L2(M,dvg) normalized eigenfunctions associated to λj with j > K satisfy the

estimates in the cusp

(6.2) ||χTψj ||L2(M,dvg) 6 CN,je
−NT , ∀N ∈ N0, ∀T ≫ 0

for some constants CN,j depending on N, j. The normalized eigenfunctions ψj for

an eigenvalue λj ∈ [0, 1/4) satisfy for some Cj > 0 depending on j

(6.3) ||χTψj ||L2(M,dvg) 6 Cje
−T

√
1/4−λj , ∀T ≫ 0.
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Proof. This is a well known fact, but we recall the arguments for the convenience
of the reader. We use the Fourier decomposition in the R/ℓZ variable of the cusp
C := [t0,∞)t × (R/ℓZ)θ and, since the metric is isometric to dt2 + e−2tdθ2, the
operator ∆g decomposes as the direct sum of operators

e−
t
2∆g

(
e

t
2

∑

k∈Z

uk(t)e
2iπky

ℓ

)
=

∑

k∈Z

Pkuk(t)e
2iπky

ℓ ,

Pku(t) =
(
− ∂2t +

4π2k2

ℓ2
e2t +

1

4

)
u(t).

and the L2(C) space in the cusp decomposes as L2(C) ≃ ⊕k∈ZHk where Hk ≃
L2([t0,∞), dt). We decompose a normalized eigenfunction ψj for the eigenvalue λj
into the form u0(t) +ϕj(t, y) where u0 is the k = 0 component of ψj in the Fourier
decomposition. When u is a function supported in the cusp and with only k 6= 0
components, we observe that 〈Pku, u〉 > Ce2T ||u||2L2 and so if χT is a function
which is supported in {t > T } we use the fact that ||ϕj ||Hn(M) 6 C(1 + λj)

n for
all n ∈ N0, we deduce that for all N ∈ N0

||χTϕj ||L2 6 CN,je
−NT

for some constants CN,j depending on N, j. Now the k = 0 component are solutions
of (−∂2t − λj + 1/4)u(t) = 0, and there is a non-zero L2 solutions in the cusp only
if λj ∈ [0, 1/4), and they are given by

u(t) = Be−t
√

1/4−λj , B ∈ C

this achieves the proof. �

6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.1. We are now in position to prove the Theorem. Let
ψk be an L2 eigenfunction for ∆g with eigenvalue 4/3 > λk > 1/4. By Lemma
6.5 with T = | log h|/4 and N > 16 we see that ||KhχTψk||L2 = O(h4) where
χT is a cutoff which is equal to 1 in {t > T + 1}. With t0 > 0 chosen like
in Lemma 6.3, we let χ0 + χ1 + χT = 1 be a partition of unity associated to
{t 6 t0} ∪ {T > t > t0} ∪ {t > T } and let χ̃j equal to 1 on the a region containing
{m ∈ M ; d(m, suppχj) 6 1} and with support in {m ∈ M ; d(m, suppχj) 6 2} (for
j = 0, 1, T ). Since Kh propagates the support at distance h < 1 at most, we can
write

(Kh − 1 + h2λk/8)ψk =
∑

j=0,1,T

χj(Kh − 1 + h2∆g/8)χ̃jψk.

We can then combine this with the result of Lemma 6.3 and 6.2 (since ||ψk||H4 6

Cλ2k) and Lemma 6.5 to obtain by partition of unity

||Khψk − (1 − h2
λk
8
)ψk||L2 6 Ch4.

By applying the spectral theorem above the essential spectrum of Kh, this implies
that for all c > 0, there is h0 such that for all h ∈ (0, h0) with 1−h2(λk/8+ ch2) >
h/ sinh(h),

♯
(
Spec(h−2(1−Kh)) ∩

[λk
8

− ch2,
λk
8

+ ch2
])

> dim ker(∆g − λk).

It remains to deal with the orthonormalized eigenfunctions ψj of ∆g for eigenval-

ues λj ∈ [0, 1/4). We proceed as before but we use a partition of unity
∑3

j=0 χj = 1
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associated to

{t 6 t0}∪{t0 6 t 6 t1 = log(2/ℓ sinh(h))−1}∪{t1 6 t 6 t2 = A log(1/h)}∪{t > t2}
for some large A > 0 independent of h. By Lemmas 6.3, 6.2 and the arguments
used above, we have

||(χ0 + χ1)(Kh − 1 + h2
λk
8
)ψk||L2 6 Ch4,

then by Lemma 6.4 one has for χ̃2 defined like above (but for χ2)

||χ2(Kh − 1 + h2
λk
8
)ψk||L2 6 Ch2||χ̃2ψk||H2 = O(h2+

√
1/4−λk)

where we have use (6.3) for the last estimate, and we finally have for χ̃3 defined
like above but with respect to χ3

||χ3(Kh − 1 + h2
λk
8
)ψk||L2 6 C||χ̃3ψk||L2 = O(hA

√
1/4−λk)

as a consequence of (6.3). Taking A
√

1/4− λk > 3, this achieves the proof of
Theorem 6.1 by the same arguments as above.

7. Total Variation estimates

In this section we address the problem of getting some estimate on the difference
beetwen the iterated Markov kernel and its stationnary measure, in the total vari-
ation norm. Recall that since Kh is selfadjoint on L2(M,dµh) and Kh(1) = 1, then
dνh is a stationary measure for Kh. Let us recall that if µ and ν are two probability
measure on a set E, their total variation distance is defined by

‖µ− ν‖TV = sup
A

|µ(A) − ν(A)|

where the sup is taken over all measurable sets. Then, a standard compuation
shows that

(7.1) ‖µ− ν‖TV =
1

2
sup

‖f‖L∞=1

|µ(f)− ν(f)|

Until the end of this section, we use the function m ∈M 7→ t(m) ∈ [0,∞[ defined
in the proof of Theorem 4.2. For τ > t0, let Mτ = {m ∈M, t(m) 6 τ}.
Theorem 7.1. There exists h0 > 0 such that the following hold true:

i) There exists C > 0 such that for all h ∈]0, h0] and n ∈ N,

sup
m∈Mτ

‖Kn
h (m, dm

′)− dνh‖TV 6 Cmax(h−1, h−
1
2 e

τ
2 )e−ng(h)

ii) There exists C > 0 such that for any h ∈]0, h0] and n ∈ N, there exists

m ∈M2nh such that

‖Kn
h (m, dm

′)− dνh‖TV > 1− Ch−1e−2nh

Proof. Let h0 > 0 such that the results of the previous sections hold true, and define
the orthogonal projection Π0 onto the subspace of constant functions in L2(dνh):

Π0(f) =

∫

M

f(m)dνh(m).
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Let us start with the proof of i). Let τ > t0 be fixed. Thanks to (7.1), we have

sup
m∈Mτ

‖Kn
h (m, dm

′)− dνh‖TV =
1

2
sup

m∈Mτ

sup
‖f‖L∞(M)=1

|Kn
h (f)(m)−Π0(f)|

=
1

2
‖ 1lMτ (K

n
h −Π0)‖L∞(M)→L∞(M)

(7.2)

Denote Eλ the spectral resolution of Kh. From the spectral theorem combined with
Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.1 we have

Kn−2
h −Π0 =

∫ 1−g(h)

−1+δ

λn−2dEλ,

and hence ‖Kn−2
h −Π0‖L2(dνh)→L2(dνh) 6 e−ng(h). Moreover, ‖Kh−Π0‖L∞→L2 6 2

and we have only to show that ‖ 1lMτ (Kh − Π0)‖L2→L∞ 6 Ch−
1
2 e

τ
2 . For this

purpose, let f ∈ L2(M,dνh) be such that ‖f‖L2 = 1. Then

|Π0(f)| 6 ‖f‖L2(dνh)νh(M)
1
2 = 1

and it remains to estimate 1lMτ Khf . For m ∈Mτ , we have

Khf(m) =
1

|Bh(m)|

∫

Bh(m)

f(y)dvg(y) =
1

|Bh(m)|

∫

Bh(m)

f(m′)
Zh

|Bh(m′)|dνh(m
′)

hence,

|Khf(m)| 6 ‖f‖L2(dνh)
1

|Bh(m)|
( ∫

Bh(m)

Z2
h

|Bh(m′)|2 dνh(m
′)
) 1

2

If t(m) 6 log(ℓ/2 sinh(h)), since |Bh(m)| > Ch2, we get |Khf(m)| 6 Ch−1.
If t(m) > log(ℓ/2 sinh(h)), since |Bh(m)| > Che−t(m) and dνh(t, y) 6 Che−2tdtdy,

an easy calculation shows that |Khf(m)| 6 Ch−
1
2 e

τ
2 and the proof of i) is complete.

Let us prove ii). Let n ∈ N and mn,h ∈ M such that t(m) = 2nh. Let
fn,h(m) = 1lt(m)>nh − 1lt(m)<nh. Then ‖ fn,h ‖L∞= 1 and Kn

hfn,h(mn,h) = 1. On

the other hand, Π0(fn,h) = −1 + 2
∫
t(m)>nh dνh(m) = −1 + O(h−1e−2nh). There-

fore, Kn
h (fh,n)(mh,n) − Π0(fn,h) = 2 + O(h−1e−2nh) and the proof is complete.

�

8. Smoothing estimates for Kh

In this last section, we shall show that Kh regularizes L2 functions in the sense
that it gains 1-derivative. In particular this implies that the eigenfunctions of Kh

are in H1(M). It is actually possible to prove C∞ regularity of eigenfunctions
outside the line t = log(ℓ/2 sinh(h)) where the balls start to overlap, but we do not
include it here since it is quite technical and not really useful for our purpose. On
the other hand, it is unlikely to get much better than H1 or H2 global regularity
for eigenfunctions since the operator itself (as a Fourier integral operator) has a
singularity at t = log(ℓ/2 sinh(h)), as well as the volume of the ball |Bh(m)|.
Proposition 8.1. There exists C > 0 and h0 > 0 such that for all 0 < h < h0 and

f ∈ L2(M,dvg)

(8.1) ||Khf ||H1(M,dvg) 6 Ch−1||f ||L2(M,dvg)

where the Sobolev norm H1 is taken with respect to the metric g.
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Proof. IfM0 = {m ∈M ; t(m) 6 t0} is a compact part such thatM \M0 is isometric
to the cusp (t0,∞)t×(R/ℓZ)y with metric dt2+e−2tdy2 as before, then the estimate
(8.1) for f supported in M0 (or a slightly bigger compact set in general) is proved
in [5] using microlocal analysis. It then remains to analyse the cusp part. We
decompose the proof in two Lemmas.

Lemma 8.2. Let L > ℓ/2 and t0 > 0 as above then for any f ∈ L2 supported in

the region {t0 6 t 6 log(L/ sinh(h))}, we have

||∂tKhf ||L2(M,dvg) 6 Ch−1||f ||L2(M,dvg)

while for all f ∈ L2 supported in {t > t0}
||et∂yKhf ||L2(M,dvg) 6 Ch−1||f ||L2(M,dvg).

Proof. We shall use the Fourier decomposition in the R/ℓZ variable and the ex-
pression of Kh in Subsection 2.3 according to this decomposition. Let us start with
the part et∂yKh. Since e

t∂y amounts to multiplication by 2πiket/ℓ on the Fourier
k-th mode in y, it suffices to get a bound of the form

||etkKh,kfk(t)||L2(e−tdt) 6 Ch−1||fk(t)||L2(e−tdt),

but this is straightforward from the expression (2.11) by using ||f(·+T )||L2(e−tdt) =

||f ||L2(e−tdt)e
T/2, the fact that the size of integration in T is less than h and

|Bh(t)| > ǫe−th for some ǫ > 0 in the region {et sinh(h) > ℓ/2}. Now we have
to consider the operators with ∂tKh,k, say acting on smooth functions, and this
needs a bit more care because of the lack of smoothness on the line {et sinh(h) =
ℓ/2}. First, observe that |Bh(t)| is a C1 function of t, which is smooth outside
{et sinh(h) = ℓ/2}, and we have ∂t|Bh|/|Bh| ∈ [0, ǫ−1] for some ǫ > 0, this follows
directly from the explicit formula (2.7). As a consequence, when the derivative ∂t
hits |Bh(t)|−1 or e−t−T in (2.11) or in (2.12), one obtains terms which are estimated
like we did above for ketKh,k. Now let us assume et sinh(h) > ℓ/2. Then using
α(logT±(t)) = e−t we have sin(πketα(log T±(t))) = 0 and we thus obtain from
(2.11) that for k 6= 0

(8.2)

∂t(|Bh|etKh,kf(t))

|Bh|et
= (Kh,k∂tf)(t)

+ℓ|Bh|−1

∫ log T−(t)

−h

+

∫ h

log T+(t)

f(t+ T )α(T ) cos(kπetα(T ))e−TdT.

Using similar arguments as above and the fact that |α(T )| 6 |α(log T±(t))| = e−t

on the interval of integration in T , the last term in (8.2) is a bounded operator on
L2(e−t), with norm bounded by Ch−1. Now for the first term of (8.2), it suffices
to integrate by parts in T and use the fact that α(±h) = 0 to obtain

(Kh,k∂tf)(t) = Kh,kf(t)

−ℓ|Bh|−1

∫ log T−(t)

−h

+

∫ h

log T+(t)

f(t+ T )(∂Tα)(T ) cos(kπe
tα(T ))e−TdT.

If we cut-off to the region et sinh(h) 6 L, this is an operator bounded on L2(e−tdt)
with norm bounded by

Ch−2

∫ h

−h

|∂Tα(T )|dT = O(h−1)
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where we used that α(T ) is monotone on each of the 2 intervals [−h, 0] and [0, h]
and that its maximum is α(0) = O(h). Finally, the case k = 0 is dealt with
in the same way: the boundary terms in the integrals (K1

h,0 + K2
h,0)f(t) cancel

out those of K3
h,0f(t) and the other terms are estimated exactly like we did for

k 6= 0. This finishes the proof for the region {et sinh(h) > ℓ/2}. As for the region
et0 6 et sinh(h) 6 ℓ/2, we consider the expression (2.10) and apply the same exact
method, this is even simpler. �

Then we end the proof of the Proposition with the

Lemma 8.3. Let L > ℓ/2, then for any f ∈ L2 supported in the region {t 6

log(L/ sinh(h))}, we have

||∂tKhf ||L2(M,dvg) 6 Ch−1||f ||L2(M,dvg).

Proof. We use the Fourier decomposition f(t, y) =
∑

k fk(t)e
2iπky/ℓ in the R/ℓZ

variable and the expression of Kh in Subsection 2.2. We shall work on L2(R, dt)
on each Fourier mode, which amounts to conjugating by et/2 to pass unitarily from

L2(e−tdt) to L2(dt): let K̃h := et/2Khe
−t/2 and K̃h,k its decomposition on the k

Fourier mode fk(t) of f(t, y). Then from (2.4) and similar arguments as for identity
(2.5), we have

|Bh(t)|K̃h,kfk(t) =

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

e
2πikzet

ℓ

∫
eitξf̂k(ξ)σ(z, ξ)dξdz

with

σ(z, ξ) :=
(cosh(h) +

√
sinh(h)2 − z2)

1
2+iξ − (cosh(h)−

√
sinh(h)2 − z2)

1
2+iξ

(12 + iξ)(1 + z2)
1
2+iξ

.

Then we obtain

∂t(|Bh(t)|K̃h,kfk)(t) = ∂t

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

e
2πikzet

ℓ

∫
eitξf̂k(ξ)σ(z, ξ)dξdz

=

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

e
2πikzet

ℓ

∫
eitξ f̂k(ξ)iξσ(z, ξ)dξdz

+

∫ e−tℓ
2

− e−tℓ
2

∂z(e
2πikzet

ℓ )

∫
eitξf̂k(ξ)zσ(z, ξ)dξdz

− (−1)ke−tℓ

2

∫
eitξ f̂k(ξ)(σ(

e−tℓ

2
, ξ) + σ(−e

−tℓ

2
, ξ))dξ.

The term in the second line is clearly bounded by Ce−t||fk||L2(dt) since |ξσ(z, ξ)| 6
C uniformly in |z| 6 e−tℓ/2 and k. The same is true for the term in the last line
while for the middle one, one can use integration by parts in z, which makes a
boundary term of the same type as the last line term, plus a term similar to the
first term but now with ∂z(zσ(z, ξ)) instead of ξσ(z, ξ). Since |∂z(zσ(z, ξ))| 6 C
uniformly in |z|e−tℓ/2 and k, this achieves the proof. �

The Proposition is then proved by combining the two Lemmas above. �
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